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About the company

We are experts in structured content.
We’re a full-service, end-to-end consultancy, technology innovator, and systems integrator offering 
professional services, training, and technology.

Areas of expertise
Precision Content is home to thought leaders and expertise in the areas of

• structured authoring methods

• content lifecycle management

• DITA/XML design and implementation

• information architecture

• content strategy, and

• structured content delivery.
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Content Strategy

Information 
Architecture

Information 
Governance

Professional services

Content Strategy is a plan for getting the right content to the right user at the right time through strategic 
planning of content creation, delivery, and governance. We help customers to analyze the current state and 
plan the future state. Service include

▪ Content strategy workshops (2 and 3 days)
▪ Roadmap planning and design services 
▪ Content audit and inventory services
▪ DITA Health check workshop
▪ Content modeling services
▪ Customer journey mapping services 

Information Architecture (IA) refers to how content is stored and organized in a managed repository so it 
can be authored, reviewed and published, and made available to other applications. We help customers to 
manage complex information sets making content findable, usable, and portable. Service include

▪ Enterprise Content Management consulting
▪ Information Architecture services
▪ Metadata & taxonomy design 

An information governance plan defines the roles, responsibilities, processes, and procedures for users who 
access and interact with the content management solution. We work with customers to design information 
governance frameworks that helps to improve quality and clarify decision-making. Services include

▪ Information governance workshops (2 and 3 days)
▪ Governance framework design
▪ Executive development services  
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Content 
Transformation

Publishing and 
Stylesheet design

Professional services, cont’d

Content transformation is the rethinking, restructuring, and rewriting of your high-value 
content in Precision Content® XML to make it more usable, discoverable, and valuable for your 
people and your technology. Service include

▪ Authoring services
▪ Project management services 
▪ Staff augmentation services

Service include

▪ XSL-FO and XSLT design services

▪ Code conversion
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Initial Develop Define Optimize

Discovery workshop
Content roadmap
Proof of concept

Training
Change management

Governance framework  
Production

Scale & Sustain 
Standards

Continuous improvement
On-demand support

Our engagement process

We help customers transition to intelligent content so they can be more strategic with their content assets. 

Content strategy
Content audit

Journey mapping
Tool selection

Pilot
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Our People
Leaders in structured authoring and information architecture
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Our people are our strength

Rob Hanna, ECMs
President and Co-Founder

Chris MacMillan
VP Operations and Co-Founder

Steve Manning
VP Consulting Services

Our strength
14 full-time expert staff distributed across southern Ontario 

Roles include
• Writers
• Editors
• Trainers
• Architects
• Taxonomists
• Developers, and
• Support staff.

Plus contractors for on-demand projects.
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Experts in the field
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Our Partners
Working with visionaries and industry leaders
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Technology+Consulting Partners
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Our Clients
Satisfied customers across industries and continents
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Our Tech
Experts and innovators in DITA publishing
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Remember us for…

Traditional publishing and delivery solutions
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Remember us for…

New enterprise publishing and delivery solutions
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Remember us for…

Innovative publishing products
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DITA InPrint™ 

DITA forShow™

DITA onPoint™

WittyDITA™

Enterprise publishing tools

DITA to Word® and PDF:
DITA InPrint™ enables you to publish great-looking documents from your DITA XML content to 
Microsoft® Word®, PDF, and Apache™ OpenOffice™ Writer. No programming required. DITA InPrint is 
a design and publishing tool that makes it easy to create templates that conform to corporate styles.

Organizations invest significant time, money, and resources creating DITA content. Our publishing solutions make it possible 
to surface and share DITA content across the enterprise in Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, SharePoint, and Witty Parrot.

DITA to PowerPoint®
Whether sales, marketing, compliance, or training, departments across the enterprise use 
PowerPoint® to communicate. Ensuring presentations include accurate, up-to-date information is 
critical. DITA ForShow™ allows authors to publish DITA content to PowerPoint. 

DITA to SharePoint®
SharePoint® is everywhere. A 2016 study, revealed that 63% of organizations use SharePoint as a main, 
secondary or legacy enterprise CMS, or records management system. DITA onPoint™ makes it possible 
to deliver your DITA XML across the enterprise using SharePoint.. 

DITA to WittyParrot™
WittyDITA™ plugs into any standard DITA XML publishing system to connect your DITA-based content 
assets with the WittyParrot platform. WittyParrot then makes accessing that information easy with 
just a few clicks without having to navigate complex portals or other web based systems. It enables 
you to discover, classify, assemble, deliver, and track all the content you need to work more efficiently. 
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Our Passion
Any solution is only as good as the content that goes into it
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Differentiator

We focus on the content itself.

Our differentiator is our Precision Content® Authoring methodology.  

Content models and frameworks like DITA are great for organizing 
content, however they do not address fundamental questions about 
how to author content.  

The Precision Content authoring methodology is the distillation of 
technical writing best-practices and DITA.

Companies could figure this our on their own… but why would they 
want to when we’ve already done it?
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The Precision Content® Authoring Methodology

What is it?
Precision Content® methodology is a complete authoring framework that leverages DITA-XML as the technical infrastructure 
combining it with a fully integrated writing standard. It is a method of planning, authoring, and publishing high-value, structured 
content. It is based on cognitive research into how people read and use documentation.

Benefits
By following the Precision Content method, content that was hard to find, and confusing becomes clear, concise, and organized, 
creating highly consumable content for your audiences. Using Precision Content method also reveals gaps in information, where
content has been unintentionally omitted. Precision Content helps to

• reduce writing, review, and editing time 
• improve the quality and accuracy of training materials, knowledge bases, and user guides
• reduce calls to support lines, and
• better organize and leverage mission critical information.

The problem with DITA
DITA is an XML technical infrastructure. It is not a writing standard and provides very little guidance on the how to author content. 
The vague extensibility and lack of writing guidance can lead teams to fail at DITA adoption. 

The Precision Content® solution
With Precision Content, the author has clear rules and guidelines for how to write topic-based content. The content doesn’t just
become XML after application—it is completely transformed into highly usable content, appropriately typed, clearly written, and 
completely standardized. 
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Before and After Example

Making dense, hard to read content easier to scan and understand?
Nobody wants to read content. They want to use it. This excerpt shows how content is transformed using the Precision 
Content authoring methodology and standards. 

Before After
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Before and After Example - Clinical study report

When information is chunked and titled, it’s easier for people to use, and it’s easier for machines to interpret and manipulate.

Before After
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DIFFICULTY WITH THE BEFORE
Although it is well written with no obvious errors, it’s still very difficult to 
parse and understand quickly. Specifically, the difficulties with the content 
are as follows:

1. The title is too generic and not descriptive
2. The paragraphs must be read carefully to parse their meaning
3. There is missing information that is revealed only after transformation.

RESULTS AFTER TRANSFORMATION
1. More accurate titles
2. Lists provide clarity
3. Structure helps to organize the reader
4. Graphical presentation makes it easy to scan
5. Information gaps are filled.

This content is now clear, concise, usable, and precise!

Content can be well written, with no grammatical mistakes and even include 
all the necessary information but when people try to use it, for whatever 
reason, they can’t. 

Here’s an example of content transformed using Precision Content standards.

Transformation Explained
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Precision Content 
Structured Author 

Training

Author training

Precision Content has many years of experience teaching organizations how to write better structured documents. The purpose 
of Precision Content® training is to create skilled, motivated, effective, and productive resources, through which the enterprise’s 
investment in structured content is sustained. Our training courses run from 2 to 5 days depending on your needs. 

The Precision Content® DITA Training Program is divided into three sets of instruction providing 
progressive learning on

▪ Precision Content® Fundamentals (1-day)
▪ Introduction to Intelligent Content
▪ 3 Laws of Precision Content
▪ 4 Cognitive Principles
▪ Information Typing, and
▪ Topic-based Authoring.

▪ Precision Content® Methods (2-days)
▪ Blocks and Labels
▪ Primary Blocks
▪ Authoring Models, and
▪ Writing for different types of information.

▪ Precision Content® Systems (1-day)
▪ XML Basics
▪ DITA Overview
▪ Working with Topics and Maps
▪ Content Reuse
▪ Managing Structured Content, and
▪ Publishing

Note: The training can be customized to align with the customers business requirements.
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Our Vision
Research and development into emerging trends & technologies
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WILL ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE BE THE 
ANSWER?
How will AI make sense of it all 
when we can barely make 
sense of it ourselves?

Cover: Special Edition of TIME Magazine
Editor: Nancy Gibbs, 2017
Available on newsstands
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Microcontent

Is content that is
• about one primary idea, fact, or concept
• easily scannable
• labelled for clear identification and meaning, and
• appropriately written and formatted for use anywhere 

and any time it is needed.

It’s not microcontent just because it’s small
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Structured building blocks of information
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Industry 4.0 

IT’S HERE
Chatbots, voice interface, self-creating content, machine 
learning, and the Internet of things (IoT and iiRDS).

WHY IT MATTERS
Customers expect a seamless, frictionless, unified content 
experience. They want answers at the click of button or 
asking Alexa. 

IMPACT
The demands and complexity around managing content in a 
Global Content Operating Model are not getting easier, 
they’re getting more complex.

READY?
Is your organization's content ready?
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Microcontent -> PowerPoint

Publishing to PowerPoint 
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PCAS (microcontent) + bot

Publishing to a Chatbot 
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Our Client’s Success
Helping our clients leverage content as a valuable corporate asset
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About
This fortune 500 is a global pharmaceutical company whose products are sold in approximately 
125 countries.

The situation
The client needed a solution to reduce the size and time and effort associated with the content 
development lifecycle in key working groups. The client took on multi-tiered engagement to 
analyze the viability of adopting structured content technologies into selected group.  

The solution
Precision Content’s professional services team was hired to facilitate the analysis and assessment 
of the client’s content and readiness for CCMS tools. The project involved 

• configuring and testing three content management systems
• designing adaptive content models for Global Medical Information, and
• training writers and SMEs in structured authoring and tools

Results
The client benefited from the expertise the Precision Content team provided in their technology 
selection. The client also gain excellent value from the Component Authoring training which has 
been delivered to four other departments. The training helps authors separate content into its 
component parts making it easier to read and use. The client has reduced writing and review time 
and is decreasing submission time which is providing a competitive advantage. 

Summary:

Industry: Pharmaceutical

Solution: 
• Professional services
• Author training

Client Success Stories
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About
A leader in the health insurance industry, this client provides utilization management services to 
health plans providers and employer groups across the USA.

The situation
The client needed a solution to help authors scale development of medical information by 
automating the manual processes involved in packaging and re-branding content, and in 
managing the workflows required to create, update, and publish that content. 

The solution
Precision Content’s professional services team engaged key stakeholders to gather requirements 
for their structured content management project that involves 

• setting up and configuring a CCMS
• training writers and SMEs in structured authoring and tools
• developing new publishing stylesheets
• developing a master content model for enabling improved reuse and future opportunities
• integrating with existing information delivery platforms, and
• converting and transforming 1000’s of pages of medical content into DITA/XML.

Results
The project has resulted in the transformation to an XM- based content management solution. 
The client is gaining impressive efficiencies in how they author, manage, and publish their 
customer’s content. The project is ongoing as of 2017.

Summary:

Industry: Life Sciences / 
Health Insurance

Solution: 
• Professional services
• CCMS set-up
• Author training
• Publishing services

Tools:
• easyDITA
• DITA InPrint

Client Success Stories
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About
The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (www.icbc.com) is the provincial crown 
corporation provides vehicle insurance, driver licensing, vehicle licensing, and registration 
services for the province of British Columbia.

The situation
Policy and procedure content had been stored on disparate systems, was heavy on jargon and 
legalese, and was difficult to trust. The corporation’s key sales channel of broker partners 
needed better access to resources. 

The solution
Precision Content’s professional services engaged in a project making enhancements to the 
“Broker Connect” portal. Called the Insurance Sales and Administration System (ISAS), the 
project involved the following:

• Health check and roadmap planning
• Implementing content standards
• Transforming 6,000 pages
• Training the writing team.

Summary:

Industry: Insurance/Government

Solution: 
• Professional services
• Health check & Roadmap
• Author training
• Content Transformation

Tools:
• oXygen XML Author
• DITA Exchange
• SharePoint

Client Success Stories

Results:
• Reduced time spent on the portal. 
• Reduced average pages viewed per session. 
• Reduced average handling time. 

http://www.icbc.com/
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About
With 830,000 members, the British Columbia Auto Association serves one in three British 
Columbia households with industry-leading insurance products for home, auto and travel, 
roadside assistance, Evo Car Share, and full auto repair services at BCAA’s Auto Service Centres. 

The situation
Front line staff were frustrated with reference content. Large product manuals were cumbersome 
and difficult to use and update. BCAA needed a solution that would enhance user experience, 
while improving back-end management and publishing. 

The solution
Precision Content “Googleized” their content giving their Insurance agents precisely what they 
wanted; more time engaging with their Members. Usability testing showed a 90% improvement
in look up time and accuracy.

Summary:

Industry: Insurance

Solution: 
• Professional services
• Author training
• Content Transformation

Tools:
• easyDITA
• DITA InPrint

Client Success Stories

“Precision Content provided a leading edge content management solution to improve both the 
effectiveness of our 400 frontline sales staff and our Member experience. We had large insurance 
product manuals which were cumbersome and difficult to use and in need of updating. We chose 
the Precision Content solution to properly rewrite the entire Home Insurance manual which truly 
“googleized” this important reference source. The leading edge search function is a game changer 
and staff rave about how easy it is to use. Our sales staff and internal departments are now able to 
find the right information quickly. Now we are in the process of applying this solution to rewriting 
other product manuals.”
– Glen Pentland, Senior Insurance Marketing Manager, BCAA
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About
RedSeal, Inc. (www.redseal.net) provides cybersecurity analytics platform to certify 
that their client’s networks are secure.

The situation
The RedSeal product documentation team knew they needed to modernize, but 
wanted help. They engaged DITA Strategies, Inc. to evaluate their situation and then 
engaged Precision Content to complete their move to structured content.

The solution
Precision Content’s professional services team engaged key stakeholders to gather 
requirements for their structured content management project that involves 

• setting up and configuring a CCMS
• training writers and SMEs in structured authoring and tools
• developing new publishing stylesheets for PDF and WebHelp.

Summary:

Industry: Software

Business group: 
Product Documentation

Solution: 
• Professional services
• CCMS set-up
• Agile Project Management
• Author training
• Publishing services

Partner/tools:
• DITA Strategies, Inc.
• easyDITA
• DITA InPrint

Client Success Stories

"Precision Content is helping us establish a whole new way for our company to 
create content. The training we received was comprehensive and engaging. The 
project support and coaching they're providing is well thought out. They’re with 
us every step of the way.”
-Andrea Fortus, Manager of Information Development, RedSeal, Inc.

http://www.redseal.net/
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About
Westoba Credit Union (http://westobacu.com/) is a member-owned and controlled
organization that provides comprehensive financial services designed for the communities it
serves. With 17 locations across the province, Westoba is Manitoba’s sixth largest credit union.

The situation
Westoba was under increasing marketplace and regulatory pressure. They needed to properly 
identify and clean-up legacy information assets by removing ROT (Redundant, Out-dated, and 
Trivial) content. Improving the quality of high-value internal policy and procedure documentation 
was made a priority. 

The solution
Precision Content’s professional services engaged in a project to transform policy and procedure 
creation and management. The results included 

• Reduced the volume of content in some areas by 40%
• Exposed and filled knowledge gaps and
• Fixed errors in important content

Summary:

Industry: Financial

Solution: 
• Professional services
• Author training
• Content Transformation

Tools:
• easyDITA
• DITA InPrint

Client Success Stories

"The Precision Content team was instrumental in helping us to review and transform our 
policies and procedures. Having recently reviewed the new Board Policy documentation, I am 
very pleased with the quality and clarity of the new content. "
-Jim Rediger, CEO at Westoba Credit Union

http://westobacu.com/
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Contact us

Precision Content is a full-service solution provider to organizations seeking help to better understand and solve their content
challenges. We help our clients improve productivity and performance through content optimization resulting in improved future-
proofing, accessibility, and multi-channel publishing capabilities. You’ll benefit from working with our structured content experts to 
design and implement world-class, scalable, and sustainable solutions for managing your content as a valuable corporate asset.

Precision Content’s talented and experienced team of technical communicators, information architects, developers, trainers, and 
technology partners work with you to construct standards-based solutions transforming your content into highly-usable intelligent 
content. 

What sets us apart is the Precision Content® Authoring Methodology. This is a robust and systematic content life-cycle solution that 
helps to separate content into its component parts making it easier to read and use. Precision Content makes content clear, usable, 
and precise. 

Precision Content was founded in 2013 and is a privately owned company based in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.

CONTACT US

Are you ready to upgrade, transform, and future-proof your content? Contact us and we’ll show you what’s possible.

• www.precisioncontent.com

• more-info@precisioncontent.com

• Phone: 1-(647)265-8500

• 7111 Syntex Dr. 3rd Floor, Mississauga ON L5N 2S5 Canada

http://www.precisioncontent.com/
mailto:more-info@precisioncontent.com
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